COLOR SELECTION
Form

Please select a color below.

NOTE: for multi-colored orders, please annotate the color / texture on submittal drawings. Standard lead times apply.

CUSTOM COLORS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

Color matching is limited by printing process. Actual samples are available and recommended prior to color selections. Minimum order requirements, lead-times & upcharges may all apply. Phased delivery of special orders must ship within 120 days of initial shipment.

For Hiny Hider Partitions please select a bracket color if your order was submitted with continuous plastic brackets. Some colors do not have a matching bracket/shoe color. A color must be selected from the template above or revised to a metal type. Continuous plastic brackets may be revised to aluminum stirrup or stainless steel stirrup at no charge. For continuous aluminum or continuous stainless steel up charges may apply. Plastic shoes may be revised to stainless steel at no charge.
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